
Our company is growing rapidly and is looking to fill the role of outbound
manager. To join our growing team, please review the list of responsibilities and
qualifications.

Responsibilities for outbound manager

This role will be overall responsibility for the national and international
corporate clients assigned to the relationship manager (existing and new
relationships) taking responsibility for results and focusing on value
orientated aspects
Another key responsibility is to monitoring customers intensively and in a
timely manner in respect of their business policy at all levels of the company
so that this information can be evaluated in the team and a joint response can
be made
Finally, you will draw up loan approvals, applications on loans and conditions
and deciding on conditions and loans within certain competences paying due
regard to risk
Accountable for meeting/exceeding all key performance indicators to include
sales, quality, and retention
Recommend and develop actions to improve overall sales metrics including
Net List Yield and Sales Per Hour component KPIs operational efficiencies
Manages the proper utilization of Company assets in support of the
warehouse
Reviews night warehouse functions and various warehouse productivity
reporting
Manages the proper selection, purchase and utilization of Company assets in
support of warehouse operations
Develops business relationships to ensure communication and efficient
operations with third party vendors, including but not limited to lumping
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Suggests efficiency ideas, cost reduction measures and assists with the
implementation of changes within inbound and outbound warehouse
operations

Qualifications for outbound manager

Excellent writing skills strong persuasion and negotiating skills is required
Must be goal oriented, organized and have an aptitude to learn new tools
and technology
Interact with colleagues in a professional and respectful manner
You will also have demonstrated understanding of outbound business needs
and expectations
Understanding of Telemarketing rules, DNC requirements
Responsible for partnering with all process stakeholders


